
Joint Health and 
Safety Committee

Meeting Minutes

April 12, 2007

11:00 – 12:00

1. Prayer

 Chris opened in prayer

2. Items for Review from last meeting

a) First Aid training

 Training went well.

 9 people were trained including Brad over at SOSJ

 It was decided that the list of trained people should be on the website

 There was also discussion about seeing if there are other companies who do first aid training 
as those of us who received training did not feel completely ready to deal with emergency 
situations.  We also felt that the instructor did not do a great job of conveying the material.

b) Train the trainer

 Scott and Chris attended the training and are now beginning to put together a training 
program for the summer which will extend into training for all staff

 Tentative training for staff is October/November 2007

c) Diesel generator

 A company is coming in to test the generator to ensure it is functioning properly.  They will  
also see how far the exhaust pipe can be extended to move the fumes away from office 
windows.

 There is also discussion about putting a new generator in.  More details to follow next  
meeting.

d) Fall arrest

 Steve Pauls at The Peoples Church has been unable to provide the training as hoped. Now 
that Scott and Chris are certified trainers we will develop our own training program.  Since 
we also have prior experience in this area we are legally allowed to provide the training to 
other staff members.

e) Plenum spaces policy

 No new information as yet.  We will be working with George to define where plenum spaces 
are and what policies to have.

f) Confined spaces



 Peter and George will be going for confined spaces training during the summer.

3. Other Business

a) First aid kit

 The main kit is fully stocked

 Two places were identified to have “satellite kits”, the first in maintenance will be monitored 
by Scott or his staff, the other in the Seminary Admin. offices and we will ask one of the full  
time staff there to minitor it. 

 Scott will work on an official document and letting people know where the kits are and about 
the need to sign out anything taken.

b) WHMIS (etc) training

 Scott and Chris are working on the training materials (see above)

c) Website concern (our first one!)

 The question came up about photocopiers and printers and any ill effects from being near 
them all day

 After research we found that there is the potential for ozone to be emitted from some 
machines.

 We will continue to do research and look for any Canadian regulations regarding laser 
printers and photocopiers.

 We will also be working with George to ensure that there is proper airflow in all areas 
where photocopiers are located.

d) Stairwells

 Cassandra identified problems with the two emergency exits on the college wing.  One has a 
set of stiars that is very narrow, the other has no stairs at all.  Since these are emergency 
exits they need to be fixed.  Scott and the maintenance team have already planned to fix the 
one set of stairs, and to build another set for the other door.

e)  Defibrillator

 Cassandra has been working on finding a suitable unit that is cost effective.  Once we have a 
quote we will present the idea for approval.

f)  Allergy List

 The idea was brought up of having an allergy listing for all staff.  This would have to be a 
voluntary list, but would aid in the event of an emergency.  Our new security company has 
also asked for a copy of this list if we have one

g)  Emergency Phone Lines

 Questions about emergency phone lines (especially in a power outage) were raised. We will  
be investigating what options we have.

4. Closing Prayer
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